Digital Policing
Real-Time Cross-Border/Agency Data Sharing,
Crime Analytics, Predictive Analysis, Loss Prevention,
Time Sensitive CCTV Investigation, Facial Recognition,
Perceptive Intelligence, Street Smart Technology
LENSS Currency Tracking/Sharing ‘Real-Time’ Network

LENSS Currency Counter, Denomination & Serial
Number Data Recorder Network Sharing Solution
Wearing too many hats in law enforcement today requires change and
especially in narcotics and currency trafficking operations. Stopping the flow
of drugs and currency is an art form, which takes time and patience, which in
today’s policing world is sparse.
The seizure of funds as they travel the highways and byways starts the
process of exactly what do you have?

Scan for the latest
information

Counting the seizure or ‘Drug Buy’ amount is all about
preparing the evidence, which takes you off the streets
and behind a desk for far too long.
Now, there is a proven network sharing solution, that
effectively eradicates this time-consuming routine. The
LENSS Currency Counter, Denomination & Serial
Number Data Recorder Network Sharing Solution is
the latest proven technology, and most accurate money
counter available that not only reads varying currencies, it
prints and logs the denominations and records the serial
numbers, which in minutes are available on the LENSS
database with administrative access for even patrol officers on the street for comparison.
Significantly reducing and productively saving the
amount of time it takes to document ‘Drug Buys’ and
seized money by counting mixed cash, capturing and
recording every bill serial number in a single pass.
Absolutely no more wasted hours at a copying
machine, or photographing with your Smartphone.
Saving even more hours finding the serial numbers
of the buy money by looking through previous
photocopied reams of paper! Now it is completed in
a couple of minutes, taking you back on the streets to
find more currency trafficking mules.
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Contact us today to learn more about how the LENSS Currency Counter, Denomination &
Serial Number Data Recorder Network Sharing Solution Currency Counter will improve
your agency's operations immediately!
Although the High-Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) concerns
have increased, the root of the problem is wheeling its way across the
corridors of the USA and is global. Whilst we continue to chase the
users and dealers who ply their illicit trade, the cash flows back to
the manufacturers, growers and the cartels who profit to the
extreme.
Every State Public Safety Department within their Fusion Center with
its Narcotics division can now expand the network of officers, to literally every officer via any
device to connect through LENSS and your State’s database.
Seized, confiscated or suspect currency can now be
recorded in mere seconds, allowing for all officers to have
this information instantaneously, with ease to query the
monies or currency at a traffic stop or a planned raid where
known monies will be.
LENSS Currency Tracking machines are housed within
various agencies/departments for ease of scanning seized
or checking currency and logging for all to have access
securely and query.
Our LENSS Currency Tracking & Network Sharing
Solution Pilot Program is concise, simple and
importantly effective. Our up to 90-day pilot fifty state
opportunity includes LENSS Currency Tracking
machines, the number to be determined at locations which
have the most effective collection of seized or acquired funds. Officers will be coached and
trained in the usage of inputting the recorded currency into LENSS, which is easy to understand
with the step by step
operation.
Contact us today:
US: (515) 200-7068
UK: 0207 1019247
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